7.3 eVisit

**Description:**
eVisit simplifies healthcare delivery with its market-leading virtual care platform. With eVisit, healthcare organizations can deliver faster, more accessible virtual care using their own network of providers, regardless of specialty. eVisit works seamlessly across enterprise service lines and departments to improve outcomes, reduce costs and boost revenue.

**Solutions:**
- Hospitals and health systems
- Urgent care
- Primary care
- Mental health

**Company:** eVisit Telemedicine Solutions

**Company website:** [https://evisit.com/](https://evisit.com/)

**FDA & Regulatory:**
HIPAA and COPPA compliant

**Data Sharing:**
All information is anonymized (masked) for metrics. All information in transit or at rest is encrypted (even the video).

**Platforms & Modality:**
**For the Provider**
- Not disclosed on website but appears to be a cloud-based solution

**For the Client**
- eVisit is a video chat platform similar to Skype that allows patient to have everything they need to work with their provider. Equipment you’ll need includes:
  - A computer or mobile device (tablet or smartphone)
  - If your computer or mobile device does not have a camera and microphone built-in then you will need to buy them separately.

**Security & Privacy:**
HIPAA and COPPA compliant. All information is anonymized (masked) for metrics. All information in transit or at rest is encrypted (even the video). Additionally, it does not store payment information on servers.

**Cost & Payment:**
Not disclosed on website. Contact company for information.
- Covid-19 response to hospitals, including free limited trial of VirtualEd through July 31, 2020
Details:
eVisit Telemedicine Resource Center (guides to telemedicine, HIPAA, reimbursement issues)
State Telemedicine Law Summary and Resources
Patient FAQ and Support Center